
GEM5 FS
Disk Image Tutorial



Using the image

This image (10.5281/zenodo.6514692) is pre-configured to run gem5

We list the steps to reproduce this image from scratch



Sourcing the Image

We are just using the image supplied by gem5 when running the default option for this object:

board.set_kernel_disk_workload(

kernel=Resource("x86-linux-kernel-5.4.49"),

disk_image=Resource("x86-ubuntu-18.04-img"), [...]

)

If we look in the source code, the Resource object will download these images from the gem5 
servers and place them under your $HOME/.cache/gem5 directory. You can either work from 
there or copy the disk image and kernel to another directory. We recommend the copying option. 
If you run this script again with the default options, it will md5 the old image and 
redownload/overwrite it if the checksum fails, undoing all the changes you’ve made to the image.



Resize the gem5-provided Disk Image

We see that there only is 2.0GB 
by default, trying to install 
(apt-get) anything will result in an 
out of memory error

Two steps are required to fully 
resize the image:

● Resize the disk image
● Re-partition the disk



Resize the Image - qemu-img resize

Resize the image in the host PC using qemu-img

You need sudo access to perform this action, but any PC can run QEMU

The image we ship has 12GB by default, in this example you its extending it by 
8GB, you can set it to any size you want.



Once we resize the image, we can run the image with QEMU and run fdisk to extend/recreate the partition.

We will be doing this in an unsafe manner because we can undo any damage by simply re-downloading 
the image. If you are doing this to your actual hard-drive, we wouldn’t recommend doing it this way.



If a partition was established prior to this, delete it with ‘d’, create a new primary 
partition by typing ‘n’ (gem5 doesn’t like logical partitions, it’s better to have one 
big primary partition) as big as you can. Once this is done, type ‘w’ to save the 
changes.



Post-Resize

After resizing the image, you can install any applications using the apt-get 
commands, or any other way you wish to install applications.

Remember to apt-get update first, else you are going to get a lot of errors about 
missing servers.



Common Issues

● KVM errors:
○ Read https://gem5-review.googlesource.com/c/public/gem5/+/51615/1/INSTALLING-KVM.md
○ Make sure your CPU supports the virtualized extensions

■ egrep -c '(vmx|svm)' /proc/cpuinfo
○ Make sure all the KVM related packages are installed

■ qemu-kvm libvirt-daemon-system libvirt-clients bridge-utils
○ Make sure your user belongs to all the correct groups
○ If running in Windows WSL, even though QEMU works with –kvm-enabled, gem5’s support is 

a bit more finicky, we couldn’t make gem5 kvm support work under Windows
● If KVM is unavailable, one can still use the checkpoints

https://gem5-review.googlesource.com/c/public/gem5/+/51615/1/INSTALLING-KVM.md


Common Issues

● QEMU errors:
○ If the system won’t boot, make sure you have enough RAM (via the -m argument)
○ If ssh’ing into a server, make sure you are X forwarding enabled

■  ssh -XY [server name]
○ If ssh’ing from Windows WSL, make sure you are running an X server program (like vcxsrv) 

■ Make sure it’s well configured
○ KVM errors and solutions from the previous slide might apply here as well



Generating Checkpoints - Start

To generate checkpoints we can use the x96-checkpoint.py script. The process is 
a bit convoluted (and a little sketchy), but easy. You can run the script with the -g 
parameter.

build/X86/gem5.opt x96-checkpoint.py -g

Note down the port opened by the simulator, i.e. this line 

system.pc.com_1.device: Listening for connections on port <xxxx>

Then telnet/ssh/m5term into the port from another terminal inside the host, 

telnet 127.0.0.1 <xxxx>



Generating Checkpoints - Bootup Finished
You are going to see the whole linux bootup sequence, shouldn’t take more than a couple of 
seconds with KVM. Once this is done, type m5 exit. m5 exit does nothing, we just want the 
simulator or the simulated OS to not be doing anything. We switch over to the terminal running 
the simulator, and control+c to try and stop the process (counter-intuitive, we know). This will 
wake it up, and the following message will appear

Writing checkpoint

Once it’s done writing the checkpoint, the simulator will exit. We see that inside our m5_out folder 
we have the mycpt folder. This is the checkpoint, if we want to restore it, we can use the provided 
script or you can add 
    m5.instantiate('m5out/mycpt')

    m5.simulate()   

to your custom scripts to restore the checkpoint.



Tips

You can output to different gem5 directories apart from m5_out by using the 
–outdir argument for the gem5.opt binary.


